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5NDERSTANDING OLFACTION AT THE MOLECULAR LEVEL IS CHALLENGING
DUE TO THE LACK OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC MODELS OF ODORANT RECEPTORS
/2S	 4O BETTER UNDERSTAND THE MOLECULAR MECHANISM OF /2
ACTIVATION WE FOCUSED ON CHIRAL 2	MUSCONE AND OTHER MUSK
SMELLING ODORANTS DUE TO THEIR GREAT IMPORTANCE AND WIDESPREAD
USE IN PERFUMERY AND TRADITIONAL MEDICINE AS WELL AS ENVIRON
MENTAL CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH BIOACCUMULATION OF MUSKS WITH
OESTROGENICANTIOESTROGENIC PROPERTIES 7E EXPERIMENTALLY AND
COMPUTATIONALLY EXAMINED THE ACTIVATION OF HUMAN RECEPTORS
/2!. AND /2! RECENTLY IDENTIlED AS SPECIlCALLY RESPONDING
TO MUSK COMPOUNDS /2!. RESPONDS AT NANOMOLAR CONCENTRA
TIONS TO MUSK KETONE AND ROBUSTLY TO MACROCYCLIC SULFOXIDES AND
mUORINESUBSTITUTED MACROCYCLIC KETONES /2! RESPONDS ONLY
TO NITROMUSKS 3TRUCTURAL MODELS OF /2!. AND /2! BASED
ON QUANTUM MECHANICSMOLECULAR MECHANICS 1---	 HYBRID
METHODS WERE VALIDATED THROUGH DIRECT COMPARISONS WITH ACTI
VATION PROlLES FROM SITEDIRECTED MUTAGENESIS EXPERIMENTS AND
ANALYSIS OF BINDING ENERGIES FOR  MUSKRELATED ODORANTS 4HE
EXPERIMENTALLY FOUND CHIRAL SELECTIVITY OF /2!. TO 2	 OVER
3	MUSCONE WAS ALSO COMPUTATIONALLY CONlRMED FOR MUSCONE
AND mUORINATED 2	MUSCONE ANALOGUES 3TRUCTURAL MODELS SHOW
THAT /2!. HIGHLY RESPONSIVE TO NITROMUSKS OVER MACROCYCLIC
MUSKS STABILIZES ODORANTS BY HYDROGEN BONDING TO 4YR OF
TRANSMEMBRANE AHELIX  4-	 AND HYDROPHOBIC INTERACTIONS WITH
SURROUNDING AROMATIC RESIDUES 0HE 0HE AND 0HE 4HE
BINDING OF /2! TO NITROMUSKS IS STABILIZED BY HYDROGEN BONDING
TO 4YR ALONG WITH HYDROPHOBIC INTERACTIONS WITH SURROUNDING
AROMATIC RESIDUES 4YR AND 0HE (YDROPHOBICNONPOLAR AND
HYDROGEN BONDING INTERACTIONS CONTRIBUTE RESPECTIVELY  AND
 TO THE ODORANT BINDING AFlNITIES AS SHOWN BY AN ATOMBASED
QUANTITATIVE STRUCTURE ACTIVITY RELATIONSHIP 13!2	 MODEL
OLFACTION | ODORANT RECEPTOR | MUSK | QUANTUM MECHANICSMOLECULAR
MECHANICS | MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
.VTLT TFDSFUJPOT PCUBJOFE GSPN PEPS HMBOET PG UIF NBMF
NVTL EFFS BOE PUIFS BOJNBMT BOE UIFJS TZOUIFUJD FRVJWBMFOUT
IBWF BO “BOJNBMJD” TFOTVBM ZFU XBSN TNPPUI BOE TPGU PEPS
5IFZ BSF VTFE BT CBTF OPUFT JO UIF NPTU TFYVBMMZ QSPWPDBUJWF
QFSGVNFT XIFSF UIFZ BSF HSFBUMZ WBMVFE CFDBVTF PG UIFJS QFSTJT
UFODF BOE BCJMJUZ UP BDU BT GJYBUJWFT GPS PUIFS GSBHSBODFT *OEFFE
JU JT TBJE UIBU “UIFSF JT OP GSBHSBODF PO UIF NBSLFU UIBU EPFT
OPU DPOUBJO NVTL PEPSBOUT”	
 5IF QSJODJQBM PEPSPVT DPNQP
OFOU PG NVTL EFFS 	.PTDIVT NPTDIJGFSVT
 NVTL JT UIF DIJSBM





NFUIZMDZDMPQFOUBEFDBOPOF 'JHVSF > XIPTF TUSVDUVSF XBT GJSTU
FMVDJEBUFE CZ 3V[JDLB JO 	
 BOE GPS XIJDI OVNFSPVT TZO
UIFTFT IBWF CFFO SFQPSUFE	
 	3
 IBT BO PEPS EFUFDUJPO
UISFTIPME PG  OH-	
 XIJDI JT MPXFS UIBO UIF UISFTIPME GPS
	4
NVTDPOF [	4
> 5IF NFNCFSFE SJOH LFUPOF DJWFUPOF 
GSPN UIF "GSJDBO DJWFU 	$JWFUUJDUJT DJWFUUB
 IBT BMTP QMBZFE BO
JNQPSUBOU SPMF JO QFSGVNFT *OEFFE DJWFU JT FWFO NFOUJPOFE
JO 4IBLFTQFBSF’T ,JOH -FBS “(JWF NF BO PVODF PG DJWFU HPPE
BQPUIFDBSZ UP TXFFUFO NZ JNBHJOBUJPO [,JOH -FBS *7  >”
)PXFWFS UIF SBSJUZ PG UIF NVTL QPET BOE UIF EJGGJDVMUJFT
JOWPMWFE JO UIF MBSHFTDBMF TZOUIFTJT PG NBDSPDZDMJD DPNQPVOET
QSFWFOUFE UIFJS VTBHF JO QFSGVNFSZ BOE DPOUSJCVUFE UP UIF BEWFOU
PG TZOUIFUJD NVTLT 1SFEBUJOH UIF JEFOUJGJDBUJPO PG UIF NBDSP
DZDMJD DPNQPOFOUT PG OBUVSBM NVTLT PG BOJNBM BOE QMBOU PSJHJOT
TFWFSBM OJUSPNVTLT XFSF TZOUIFTJ[FE TFSFOEJQJUPVTMZ JO UIF MBUF
T	
 5IF OJUSPNVTLT NVTL BNCSFUUF NVTL NPTLFOF BOE
NVTL UJCFUFOF IBWF MPOH CFFO LOPXO UP CF QIPUPUPYJD BOE IBWF
CFFO QIBTFE PVU PG UIF DPTNFUJD NBSLFU .VTL LFUPOF BOE NVTL
YZMFOF DBO TUJMM CF VTFE JO &VSPQF CVU XJUI TPNF SFTUSJDUJPOT
CFDBVTF UIFZ BSF TVTQFDUFE PG DBSDJOPHFOJD FGGFDUT BU IJHI DPO
DFOUSBUJPOT	
 8JUI UIF EJTDPWFSZ PG QPMZDZDMJD NVTLT JO UIF
NJE UI DFOUVSZ	
 TZOUIFUJD NVTLT IBWF TJODF FOKPZFE CSPBE
VTFT JO UIF JOEVTUSZ 8IJMF QPMZDZDMJD NVTLT EPNJOBUF UIF HMPCBM
NBSLFU EVF UP UIFJS MJQPQIJMJD QFSTJTUFOU BOE CJPBDDVNVMBUJWF
3IGNIlCANCE
7HILE NATURAL MUSK HAS BEEN USED FOR  YEARS IN PERFUMERY
AND IN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE FOR ITS CARDIOPROTECTIVE EFFECTS ITS
MODE OF ACTIVATING ODORANT RECEPTORS /2S	 IS UNKNOWN /2S
' PROTEIN COUPLED RECEPTORS '0#2S	 WHICH CONSTITUTE 
OF ALL PHARMACOPHORE RECEPTORS ARE ALSO EXPRESSED IN NON
OLFACTORY TISSUES 5NDERSTANDING THE ACTIVATION OF /2S AT THE
MOLECULAR LEVEL IS CHALLENGING DUE TO LACK OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC
MODELS "Y COMBINING SITEDIRECTED MUTAGENESIS WITH COMPU
TATIONAL STUDIES OF HUMAN MUSK/2S INVOLVING  CHIRAL AND
ACHIRAL MUSCONE ANALOGUES WE PROPOSE STRUCTURAL MODELS
INCLUDING BINDING SITE PREDICTION AND RESPONSIBLE AMINO ACID
RESIDUES IDENTIlCATION /UR STUDIES OF MUSKRESPONSIVE /2S
SHOULD ASSIST THE STUDY OF THE PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTS OFMUSKS
INVOLVING NON/2 '0#2S











































































































































&IG  4HREE CLASSES OF MUSK COMPOUNDS AND RELATED COMPOUNDS USED IN
THIS STUDY
OBUVSF UIFZ BSF SFQPSUFE UP BDDVNVMBUF JO TPJM BOE TFEJNFOUT
SBJTJOH FOWJSPONFOUBM DPODFSOT	
 JO WJFX PG UIFJS QPTTJCMF
PFTUSPHFOJDBOUJPFTUSPHFOJD FGGFDUT	

1SFEBUJOH UIF TZOUIFTJT PG NVTLTNFMMJOH DPNQPVOET OBUVSBM
NVTL BOE JUT BDUJWF DPOTUJUVFOU 	3
 IBWF CFFO XJEFMZ VTFE
JO USBEJUJPOBM $IJOFTF NFEJDJOBM GPSNVMBUJPOT /BUVSBM NVTL JT
B WBMVBCMF USBEJUJPOBM $IJOFTF NFEJDJOF BOE IBT QIBSNBDPMPH
JDBM FGGFDUT QSPNPUJOH CMPPE DJSDVMBUJPO BOE NFOTUSVBUJPO JO
EVDJOH SFTVTDJUBUJPO BOE QPTTFTTJOH BOUJJOGMBNNBUPSZ BDUJWJUZ
4PNF $IJOFTF IFSCBM NFEJDJOFT DPOUBJOJOH NVTL JOHSFEJFOU BSF
XJEFMZ VTFE GPS USFBUNFOU PG TUSPLF EFNFOUJB JOGMBNNBUJPO
DFSFCSBM JTDIFNJB DPSPOBSZ IFBSU EJTFBTF JOKVSZ DBODFS BOE
PUIFS EJTFBTFT	
 " SFDFOU TUVEZ SFQPSUFE UIBU NVTDPOF JT
POF PG UIF BOUJJOGMBNNBUPSZ DPOTUJUVFOUT JO B XFMMLOPXO USBEJ
UJPOBM $IJOFTF NFEJDJOF OBNFE 1JBO5[F)VBOH	
 5IF BOUJ
JOGMBNNBUPSZ BOUJUVNPS BOE BOUJJOWBTJWF FGGFDUT PG NVTDPOF
BSF TIBSFE CZ PUIFS NBDSPDZDMJD LFUPOFT TVDI BT DJWFUPOF	
 *O
BEEJUJPO UP UIFTF QSPUFDUJWF FGGFDUT NVTL DPNQPVOET JODMVEJOH
BNCSFUUPMJEF NVTDPOF BOE DJWFUPOF DBO TUJNVMBUF UIF TFDSF
UJPO PG βFTUSBEJPM	
 UPHFUIFS XJUI JUT BCJMJUZ UP QSPNPUF
CMPPE DJSDVMBUJPO BOE NFOTUSVBUJPO UIJT NBLFT NVTL B QPUFOU
NJTDBSSJBHFJOEVDJOH BHFOU	
 "MM PG UIF BCPWF QPJOU UP UIF FYJT
UFODF PG POF PS NPSF ESVH UBSHFUT NFEJBUJOH UIF QIBSNBDPMPHJDBM
BDUJWJUJFT PG NVTL DPNQPVOET
*U IBT MPOH CFFO GFMU UIBU POMZ B GFX SFDFQUPST BSF JOWPMWFE
JO TFOTJOH NVTL PEPS	 
 *O SFDFOU TUVEJFT UIF PEPSBOU
SFDFQUPST 	03T
 03"/ BOE 03" IBWF CFFO JEFOUJGJFE
BT IVNBO SFDFQUPST GPS NVTL JODMVEJOH NBDSPDZDMJD LFUPOFT
BT XFMM BT OJUSPNVTLT	
 6OEFSTUBOEJOH TUSVDUVSFGVODUJPO
SFMBUJPOTIJQT SFTQPOTJCMF GPS MJHBOECJOEJOH BOE BDUJWBUJPO PG (
QSPUFJODPVQMFE SFDFQUPST 	(1$3T
	 
 SFNBJOT BO PVUTUBOE
&IG  2ESPONSE OF HUMAN MUSK RECEPTORS TO VARIOUS MUSK COMPOUNDS
4HE RESPONSE OF THE HUMAN MUSK RECEPTORS !	 /2!. AND "	 /2!
TOWARD   AND  TO MEMBERED RINGMACROCYCLIC MUSKS NITROMUSKS
AND POLYCYCLIC MUSKS &OR ALL DOSERESPONSE GRAPHS THE YAXIS REPRESENTS
NORMALIZED LUCIFERASE ACTIVITY ±3%- .	 4HE RESPONSES OF /2!. ARE
NORMALIZED TO THE HIGHEST VALUE OF RACEMIC MUSCONE  AND THE RESPONSES
OF /2! TO MUSK AMBRETTE
JOH DIBMMFOHF PG CSPBE SFTFBSDI JOUFSFTU QBSUJDVMBSMZ HJWFO UIBU
TPNF 03T FYQSFTTFE JO DBODFS DFMM MJOFT NBZ DPOUSJCVUF UP UV
NPSJHFOFTJT	
 03T BSF NFNCFST PG UIF DMBTT " SIPEPQTJOMJLF
GBNJMZ PG (1$3T	 
 )PNPMPHZ TUSVDUVSBM NPEFMT PG 03T
DBO UIVT CF CBTFE PO DSZTUBMMPHSBQIJD TUSVDUVSFT GPS SIPEPQTJO
MJLF SFDFQUPST	
 5IF NBJO DIBMMFOHF IPXFWFS JT UP QSP
WJEF FYQFSJNFOUBM TVQQPSU GPS UIF QSPQPTFE NPEFMT GPS MJHBOE
SFDFQUPS JOUFSBDUJPOT CZ TJUFEJSFDUFE NVUBHFOFTJT BOE DPNQBSB
UJWF BOBMZTJT PG MJHBOE CJOEJOH CZ CJPDIFNJDBM NFBTVSFNFOUT PG
SFDFQUPS BDUJWBUJPO
(JWFO UIF IJTUPSJD TJHOJGJDBODF PGNVTLT XIPTF VTF EBUFT CBDL
NPSF UIBO  ZFBST BOE UIFJS HSFBU FDPOPNJD JNQPSUBODF UP UIF
GSBHSBODF JOEVTUSZ	
 BOE JO USBEJUJPOBM NFEJDJOF	
 IFSF XF
FYBNJOF UIF MJHBOESFTQPOTF QSPGJMFT PG 03"/ BOE 03"
BOE UIF CJOEJOH TJUFT GPS NBDSPDZ­DMJD NVTLT BOE OJUSPNVTLT
JO IPNPMPHZ TUSVDUVSBM NPEFMT PG 03"/ BOE 03" 8F
DPNCJOF DPNQVUBUJPOBM BOE FYQFSJNFOUBM NFUIPET UP WBMJEBUF
UIF QSPQPTFE NPEFM JODMVEJOH NFBTVSF­NFOUT PG UIF SFDFQUPS
SFTQPOTF VQPO MJHBOE CJOEJOH JO DPOKVODUJPO XJUI TJUFEJSFDUFE
NVUBHFOFTJT BOE DBMDVMBUJPOT PG MJHBOE CJOEJOH FOFSHJFT CBTFE
PO RVBOUVN NFDIBOJDTNPMFDVMBS NFDIBOJDT 	2...
 IZCSJE
NFUIPET BOE MJHBOE EZOBNJDT PCUBJOFE WJB NPMFDVMBS EZOBNJDT
	.%
 TJNVMBUJPOT 8F BQQMZ UIFTF NFUIPET UP B CSPBE SBOHF
PG DPOGPSNBUJPOBMMZ EJWFSTF NVTLSFMBUFE DPNQPVOET JODMVEJOH
BOBMPHT PG 	3
NVTDPOF DPOUBJOJOH B EJGMVPSPNFUIZMFOF 	$'

HSPVQ GPS XIJDI 9SBZ TUSVDUVSFT BSF LOPXO BT XFMM BT UIF











































































































































&IG  &LUORINATED MUSK COMPOUNDS USED IN THIS STUDY
&IG  2ESPONSE OF /2!. TO mUORINATED 2	MUSCONE RELATED ANALOGUES 4HE RESPONSES ARE NORMALIZED TO THE HIGHEST VALUE OF 2	MUSCONE
QMBOBS DBSCPOZM HSPVQ IBT CFFO SFQMBDFE XJUI B QZSBNJEBM TVMGJOZM
HSPVQ
2ESULTS AND $ISCUSSION
3FTQPOTF PG 03"/ UP WBSJPVT NVTL DPNQPVOET
5IF NVTL TNFMM PG NBDSPDZDMJD LFUPOFT IBT USBEJUJPOBMMZ CFFO
BTTPDJBUFE XJUI  UP DBSCPO SJOHT	
 4JODF UIFSF BSF QFS
DFQUVBM BOE NPMFDVMBS TJNJMBSJUJFT CFUXFFO OBUVSBM BOE TZOUIFUJD
NVTL DPNQPVOET BOE JG 03"/ JT POF PG UIF GFX TQFDJGJD NVTL
SFDFQUPST JO IVNBOT DPVME UIF TBNF SFDFQUPS BMTP SFTQPOE UP
TUSVDUVSBMMZ EJGGFSFOU OJUSPNVTLT BOE QPMZDZDMJD NVTLT " SFDFOU
TUVEZ GPVOE UIBU JO BEEJUJPO UP NBDSPDZDMJD NVTLT 03"/ BMTP
TIPXFE B TUSPOH SFTQPOTF UP UIF OJUSPNVTLT	
 *O UIJT TUVEZ
XF GJSTU FYQMPSFE UIF MJHBOE TFMFDUJWJUZ PG 03"/ CZ UFTUJOH JU
BHBJOTU BMM UISFF DMBTTFT PG NVTLT BOE TFMFDUFE TUSVDUVSBMMZSFMBUFE
DPNQPVOET 	'JHVSF  BOE 4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4
 8F GPVOE UIBU
JO BEEJUJPO UP $ BOE $ NBDSPDZDMJD DBSCPOZM DPNQPVOET
SBDFNJD NVTDPOF  DZDMPQFOUBEFDBOPOF  JTPNVTDPOF  ω
QFOUBEFDBMBDUPOF  BOE BNCSFUPOF 	  
 03"/
JT BMTP DBQBCMF PG SFTQPOEJOH UP UIF $ NBDSPDZDMJD LFUPOF
DPNQPVOE DJWFUPOF  BOE JUT IZESPHFOBUFE BOBMPH EJIZESP
DJWFUPOF  CVU OPU UP UIF TUSVDUVSBMMZ TJNJMBS NFNCFSFE SJOH
MBDUPOFT BNCSFUUPMJEF  PS FUIZMFOF CSBTTZMBUF  	'JHVSF "
4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF 4" BOE 5BCMF 4











































































































































&IG  3IDEVIEW OF THE HOMOLOGY MODEL !	 /2!. AND "	 /2!
INCLUDING SEVENTRANSMEMBRANEαHELICES COLOR KEY 4- BLUE	 4- LIGHT
BLUE	 4- LIGHTGREEN	 4- GREEN	 4- YELLOW	 4- ORANGE	 4-
RED	 THE ODORANT SHOWN AS SPACElLLING MODELS	 BINDS AT THE PERIPHERY OF
THE RECEPTOR NEAR THE EXTRACELLULAR LOOP  %#, BY (BONDING TO 4YR IN
/2!. AND TO 4YR IN /2! 4HE CIRCLED REGION INDICATES THE PRESENCE OF
THE CONSERVED $29 MOTIF AT SITES !SP !RG AND 4YR IN /2!. 4HE
MAGENTA COLOR STICK REPRESENTS THE DISULlDE BOND BETWEEN #YS AND #YS
IN /2!. &IGURE !	 AND BETWEEN #YS AND #YS IN /2! &IGURE "	
#	 ,IGANDPROTEIN INTERACTIONS OF MUSK KETONE WITH THE POLAR BLUE	 AND
HYDROPHOBIC GREEN	 RESIDUES INCLUDING THE (BONDING INTERACTION DASHED
MAGENTA LINES	 WITH 4YR ARE SHOWN $	 /2! BINDS MUSK TIBETENE BY
(BONDS WITH 4YR IN THE BINDING SITE
TVMGVSDPOUBJOJOH BOBMPH 	
 PG DZDMPQFOUBEFDBOPOF DPOUBJOJOH
B TVMGJOZM 	40
 HSPVQ JOTUFBE PG B DBSCPOZM HSPVQ BT XFMM BT
TFMFDUFE  BOE NFNCFSFE SJOH DPVOUFSQBSUT 	
 XJUIPVU
B NVTL TNFMM XFSF BMTP JODMVEFE GPS DPNQBSJTPO 0G UIF UISFF
TVMGVSDPOUBJOJOH BOBMPHT PG DZDMPQFOUBEFDBOPOF UIJBDZDMPQFO
UBEFDBOF PYJEF  UIJBDZDMPQFOUBEFDBOF  BOE DZDMPQFOUBEF
DBOFUIJPM  POMZ  BDUJWBUFE 03"/ 	'JHVSF " BOE 4* "Q
QFOEJY 5BCMF 4
 $PNQPVOE  PEPSMFTT BU SPPN UFNQFSBUVSF
EVF UP JUT MPX WPMBUJMJUZ SFQSFTFOUT UIF GJSTU LOPXO TVMGJOZM NVTL
*OUFSFTUJOHMZ JO DPOUSBTU UP DBSCPOZM HSPVQT UIF TVMGJOZM HSPVQ JT
QZSBNJEBM BU TVMGVS SBUIFS UIBO QMBOBS
'VSUIFSNPSF UIF TVMGJOZM HSPVQ BCTPSCT BU B WFSZ EJGGFSFOU
SFHJPO PG UIF JOGSBSFE TQFDUSVN DPNQBSFE UP UIF DBSCPOZM HSPVQ
	 BOE  DN SFTQFDUJWFMZ
 GVSUIFS BSHVJOH
GPS UIF JNQMBVTJCJMJUZ PG UIF WJCSBUJPOBM UIFPSZ PG PMGBDUJPO	

5IJBDZDMPQFOUBEFDBOF JUTFMG IBT CFFO SFQPSUFE UP IBWF “B WFSZ
XFBLNVTLZ TNFMM”XIJDI CFDPNFTNPSF BQQBSFOU PO IFBUJOH	

0UIFS EJWBMFOU TVMGVSDPOUBJOJOH NVTLT BSF LOPXO BT XFMM	

 $POTJTUFOU XJUI QSFWJPVT SFQPSUT	 
 DZDMPQFOUBEFDBOPM
 JOEVDFE B XFBL SFTQPOTF XIJMF DZDMPQFOUBEFDBOF  GBJMFE UP
BDUJWBUF 03"/ 	4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF 4" BOE 5BCMF 4

5IF BCPWF SFTQPOTF QSPGJMF VOEFSMJOFT UIF JNQPSUBODF PG UIF
TVMGPYJEF HSPVQ PS UIF DBSCPOZM HSPVQ JO UIF NVTL TNFMM 5IF
UIJPM PS UIF TVMGJEF HSPVQ JT OPU TVGGJDJFOU GPS MJHBOESFDFQUPS
JOUFSBDUJPO /POF PG UIF  PS NFNCFSFE NBDSPDZDMJD DBS
CPOZM DPNQPVOET 	  BOE 
 FWPLFE B SFDFQUPS SFTQPOTF
XIJMF UIF QSFWJPVTMZ VOLOPXO UIJBDZDMPUSJEFDBOF PYJEF  XBT
WFSZ XFBLMZ SFTQPOTJWF DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIFJS MBDL PG NVTL TNFMM
&IG  !	 "INDING SITE OF /2!. 4HE LIGHT PURPLE COLOR REPRESENTS THE
EXTRA CELLULAR LOOP %#,	 "	 -USK KETONE BOUND BY (BONDING TO 4YR
4-	 AND ONE WATER MOLECULE IN THE /2!. AS MODELED BY $&41---
#OLOR CODE ORANGEMUSKKETONE LIGHT BLUE4YR DEEP BLUETHREE PHENY
LALANINE RESIDUES 0HE 0HE AND 0HE	 AROUND  Å #	 "INDING SITE
OF /2! $	 -USK TIBETENE BOUND BY (BONDING TO 4YR BLUE 4YR	
4HE HYDROPHOBIC RESIDUES AROUND  Å )LE )LE 4YR )LE 0HE
4YR	 ARE SHOWN IN LIGHT BLUE COLOR 4HE CORRESPONDING "7 NUMBERINGS ARE
SHOWN IN THE SUBSCRIPT
	'JHVSF " BOE 4* "QQFOEJY5BCMF 4
 *O BEEJUJPO XF DPNQBSFE
UIF SFTQPOTFT PG SBDFNJD NVTDPOF  BOE 	3
 4JNJMBS UP UIF
SFTVMUT JO B QSFWJPVT TUVEZ	
 UIF SFTQPOTF UP 	3
 JT TMJHIUMZ
CFUUFS BU IJHI DPODFOUSBUJPOT 	4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF 4

/JUSPNVTLT VTVBMMZ DPOUBJO BU MFBTU UXP OJUSP HSPVQT BT XFMM
BT BMLZM BOEPS UFSUJBSZ BMLZM HSPVQT BUUBDIFE UP B CFO[FOF SJOH
5IF EJTDTIBQFE TUSVDUVSFT PG UIFTF NPMFDVMFT BSF SFNJOJTDFOU
PG UIF NBDSPDZDMJD NVTLT BOE NBZ XFMM GJU JOUP UIF TBNF NVTL
SFDFQUPS CJOEJOH QPDLFU BT UIF NBDSPDZDMFT *O BEEJUJPO UP UIF
UXP OJUSPNVTLT NVTL LFUPOF  BOE NVTL YZMFOF  UFTUFE JO
B SFDFOU TUVEZ	
 XF BMTP UFTUFE UIF TUSVDUVSBMMZ TJNJMBS NVTL
UJCFUFOF  BOE NVTL BNCSFUUF  BHBJOTU 03"/ $POTJTUFOU
XJUI PVS IZQPUIFTJT UIF GJSTU UISFF OJUSPNVTLT TUSPOHMZ BDUJWBUFE
UIF SFDFQUPS XJUI NVTL LFUPOF  SFTQPOEJOH BT TFOTJUJWFMZ
BT JO UIF OBOPNPMBS SBOHFT 	'JHVSF " 4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF
4" BOE 5BCMF 4
 *O DPOUSBTU OPONVTLTNFMMJOH OJUSPCFO[FOF
DPNQPVOET TVDI BT UIF TZNNFUSJDBM USJOJUSPUPMVFOF  BOE 
EJOJUSPUPMVFOF  GBJMFE UP BDUJWBUF UIF SFDFQUPS 	'JHVSF " BOE
4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4
 8F OPUF UIBU UIF &$ WBMVFT GPS SBDFNJD
NVTDPOF NVTL UJCFUFOF BOE NVTL YZMFOF XF PCUBJOFE GSPN UIF
EPTFSFTQPOTF DVSWFT BSF TJNJMBS UP UIPTF QSFWJPVTMZ SFQPSUFE 	4*
"QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4
 'JOBMMZ BMUIPVHI TPNF QPMZDZDMJDNVTLT 	

 NBZ TIBSF DFSUBJO NPMFDVMBS TJNJMBSJUJFT XJUI UIF OJUSPNVTLT
TVDI BT UIF DFOUSBM CFO[FOF SJOH BOE UIF QSFTFODF PG TVCTUJUVFOU
BMLZM BOE BMLPYZ HSPVQT OPOF PG UIF UISFF QPMZDZDMJD NVTLT UFTUFE
BDUJWBUFE 03"/ 	'JHVSF " 4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF 4" BOE
5BCMF 4











































































































































4ABLE  #ALCULATED 1--- BINDING ENERGY PROlLE OF THE MUSK
ODORANTS




































&OR 1--- MODELING THE %	CONFORMER FOR  AND  WERE USED &OR
 WE USED THE :	CONFORMER 4HE NAMES AND STRUCTURES FOR THE COMPOUNDS
CAN BE FOUND IN &IGURES  AND 
&IG  (YDROPHOBIC AND AROMATIC RESIDUES THAT FORM THE BINDING POCKET OF
/2!. WITH !	 AND WITHOUT APO	 "	 THE ODORANT CYCLOPENTADECANOL 	
IN BLACK STICK	 #OLOR KEY HYDROPHOBIC RESIDUES CYAN	 4YR GREEN	
PG PUIFS NVTLSFTQPOTJWF SFDFQUPST JO IVNBOT BU MFBTU UIPTF
SFTQPOEJOH UP UIF QPMZDZDMJD NVTLT
*EFOUJGJDBUJPO PG B TFDPOE IVNBO NVTL PEPSBOU SFDFQUPS
8F OFYU TDSFFOFE GPS BEEJUJPOBM IVNBO NVTL SFDFQUPST CZ
GJSTU GPDVTJOH PO UIF OJUSPNVTL NVTL UJCFUFOF  8F GPVOE UIBU
JO BEEJUJPO UP 03"/ 03" FNFSHFE GSPN UIF TDSFFO PG UIF
IVNBO SFDFQUPS SFQFSUPJSF BHBJOTU NVTL UJCFUFOF 	4* "QQFOEJY
'JHVSF 4
 8F UIFO BTTBZFE UIF MJHBOE TFMFDUJWJUZ PG 03"
6OMJLF 03"/ XIJDI DBO SFTQPOE UP CPUI NBDSPDZDMJD BOE
&IG  2ESPONSES OF HUMAN MUSK RECEPTOR ACTIVE SITE MUTANTS TO COR
RESPONDING MUSKSMELLING LIGANDS !	 2ESPONSES OF /2!. ACTIVE SITE
MUTANTS TO MACROCYCLIC MUSKS      	 NITROMUSKS 	 AND
mUORINATEDMUSKS %	 :		 "	 2ESPONSES OF /2! ACTIVE SITE MUTANTS
TO NITROMUSKS 	 2ESPONSES ARE NORMALIZED TO RESPONSES OF THEWILD TYPE
RECEPTOR TO EACH LIGAND
&IG  !TOM BASED 13!2 MODEL %XPERIMENTAL P%# VS CALCULATED P%# FOR
THE TRAINING AND TEST SETS
OJUSPNVTL DPNQPVOET 03" BO PUIFSXJTF CSPBEMZUVOFE 03
DBQBCMF PG SFTQPOEJOH UP PEPSBOUT PG EJWFSTF TUSVDUVSFT	
 POMZ
SFTQPOEFE QSPNJOFOUMZ UP TFMFDUFE OJUSPNVTLT OBNFMZ NVTL BN
CSFUUF  BOE UP B NVDI MFTTFS EFHSFF UP UIF PUIFS OJUSPNVTLT
CVU OPU UP BOZ PG UIF NBDSPDZDMJD PS QPMZDZDMJD NVTLT 	'JHVSF #
4*"QQFOEJY 'JHVSF 4# BOE5BCMF 4
 5IVT 03" SFQSFTFOUT
SFMBUJWFMZ OBSSPXFS NVTLSFMBUFE MJHBOEUVOJOH DPNQBSFE XJUI
03"/ "OPUIFS TUVEZ BMTP JEFOUJGJFE 03" BOE BEEJUJPOBMMZ
03+ BT IVNBONVTL SFDFQUPST UIBUNBZ QBSUMZ DPOUSJCVUF UP UIF
TFOTBUJPO PG NVTL CZ SFTQPOEJOH UP B GFX NVTL DPNQPVOET	

3FTQPOTF PG 03"/ UP GMVPSJOBUFE NVTL BOBMPHT
8F IBWF FTUBCMJTIFE UIBU UIF TUFSFPFMFDUSPOJD DPOTFRVFODFT
PG JOUSPEVDJOH B EJGMVPSPNFUIZMFOF 	$'
 HSPVQ JOUP B NBDSP
DZDMF SFTVMUT JO B QSFGFSFODF GPS UIF GMVPSJOF BUPNT UP PDDVQZ
DPSOFS MPDBUJPOT	
 DFSUBJOMZ JO UIF MPXFS FOFSHZ DPOGPSNFST
5IJT MJNJUT UIF DPOGPSNBUJPOBM TQBDF UIBU UIF SJOH TZTUFN JO
IBCJUT BOE IBT BUUSBDUJWF QSPTQFDUT GPS FYQMPSJOH QSFGFSSFE BHP
OJTU DPOGPSNBUJPOT PG GMFYJCMF SJOHT 5IJT BQQSPBDI IBT SFDFOUMZ
CFFO FYQMPSFE CZ SFQMBDJOH B SJOH $) CZ B $' HSPVQ UP JO
GMVFODF UIF PEPST PG NBDSPDZDMJD NVTL DPNQPVOET JODMVEJOH
DZDMPQFOUBEFDBOPOF	
 NVTL MBDUPOFT	
 DJWFUPOF BOE 	3

	
 *O QBSUJDVMBS XIFO UIF $' HSPVQ JT JOTFSUFE JO EJGGFSFOU
SJOH QPTJUJPOT UIF PEPS JOUFOTJUZ PG 	3
NVTDPOF WBSJFE CZ IVNBO
TNFMM BOBMZTJT 	QFSGVNFSZ ‘OPTF’ QBOFM
	
 )FSF XF FYUFOE UIJT











































































































































03"/ UP WBSJPVT $'DPOUBJOJOH NBDSPDZDMJD 	3
NVTDPOF
BOBMPHT 	DPNQPVOET  'JHVSF  BOE 4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4

8F GPVOE UIBU 03"/ TIPXFE WBSZJOH SFTQPOTFT UP UIF
TBUVSBUFE GMVPSJOBUFE BOBMPHT  EFQFOEJOH PO UIF QPTJUJPOT
PG UIF $' TVCTUJUVUJPO 	'JHVSF  BOE 4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4

(FOFSBMMZ UIF &$ WBMVFT XFSF JO UIF NJDSPNPMBS SBOHF BM
UIPVHI POMZ UIF $ $' NVTDPOF  HBWF B NBYJNVN BHPOJTU
SFTQPOTF BU TBUVSBUJOH DPODFOUSBUJPOT BOE IBE UIF DMPTFTU QSPGJMF
UP 	3
 	'JHVSF  GJSTU SPX
 8F BMTP BTTFTTFE EFIZESPNVTL
LFUPOFT XJUI EPVCMF CPOET BOE $' HSPVQT BU WBSJPVT QPTJUJPOT
*O HFOFSBM UIF TBUVSBUFE BOE VOTBUVSBUFE BOBMPHT UFTUFE XJUI
UIF $' BU UIF TBNF TJUF SFTQPOE TJNJMBSMZ 	  

8IFO CPUI HFPNFUSJD JTPNFST XFSF BWBJMBCMF 	 BOE 
 UIF &
JTPNFS TIPXFE BO JODSFBTFE QPUFODZ DPNQBSFE XJUI UIF ; JTPNFS
	'JHVSF 
 " OPUBCMF FYDFQUJPO JT BOBMPH 	&
 XIJDI FYIJCJUFE
B NPTU JOUFOTF BOE QMFBTBOU NVTLZ PEPS 4USJLJOHMZ 	&
 XBT




 JO UIF03"/ BTTBZ BOE TJNJMBS UPNVTL LFUPOF
	&$  μ.
 UIF NPTU QPUFOU OJUSPNVTL 5IJT JT UIF NVTLJFTU
NVTL LFUPOF SFDPSEFE PO UIF03"/ SFDFQUPS VTJOH UIF JO WJUSP
BTTBZ 5IF DPNCJOBUJPO PG UIF $' HSPVQ BOE UIF& EPVCMF CPOE
IBT B TJHOJGJDBOU FGGFDU QSFTVNBCMZ JTPMBUJOH SJOH DPOGPSNBUJPOT
XJUI PQUJNBM SFMFWBODF GPS USJHHFSJOH UIF SFDFQUPS 8IJMF 	&

 XBT OPU BNFOBCMF UP 9SBZ DSZTUBMMPHSBQIZ UIF MPXFTU FOFSHZ
DBMDVMBUFE TUSVDUVSFT 	4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF 4" TU SPX
 BSF
VOVTVBMMZ FMPOHBUFE XJUI UIF $' BU B DPSOFS BOE UIF EPVCMF
CPOE BU BO FEHF 5IJT DPOUSBTUT TJHOJGJDBOUMZ XJUI UIF MPXFS FOFSHZ
DPOGPSNFST PG UIF TBUVSBUFE $'DPOUBJOJOH NVTDPOFT  BOE
UIBU PG UIF VOTBUVSBUFE 	;
 	4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF 4" BOE

 'PS FYBNQMF UIF 9SBZ DSZTUBM TUSVDUVSF 	4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF
4" TU SPX
 BOE BO BMNPTU JEFOUJDBM MPXFTU FOFSHZ DBMDVMBUFE
TUSVDUVSF PG 	;




 	&$  µ.

XBT NVDI NPSF TJNJMBS JO QPUFODZ UP  	&$  μ.
 BOE 	3

)PNPMPHZ NPEFM BOE EPDLJOH SFTVMUT
'JHVSF " TIPXT UIF IPNPMPHZ TUSVDUVSBM NPEFM PG 03"/
5IF NPEFM XBT CVJMU CZ VTJOH UIF 9SBZ DSZTUBM TUSVDUVSF PG UIF
IVNBO . NVTDBSJOJD SFDFQUPS	
 BT B UFNQMBUF 	4* "QQFOEJY
'JHVSF 4"
 BT SFQPSUFE GPS NPVTF03.03	 
 #PUI
NPEFMT TIBSF TPNF DPNNPO TUSVDUVSBM GFBUVSFT JODMVEJOH UIF
EJTVMGJEF CPOE CFUXFFO BNJOP BDJE SFTJEVFT $ZT 	$
 BOE
$ZT 	$ 'JHVSF " QVSQMF DPMPS
 'JHVSF # TIPXT UIF
IPNPMPHZ NPEFM PG 03" XIFSF UIF EJTVMGJEF CPOE GPSNT CF
UXFFO $ZT 	$
 BOE $ZT 	$
 5IF “.VMUJQMF 4FRVFODF
7JFXFS” UPPM BT JNQMFNFOUFE JO .BFTUSP XBT VUJMJ[FE UP BOBMZ[F
UIF TFRVFODF TJNJMBSJUZ CFUXFFO 03"/ BOE 03" 5IF EF
GBVMU TFUUJOH JO QBJSXJTF TFRVFODF BMJHONFOU XBT VTFE XF GPVOE
 TFRVFODF TJNJMBSJUZ CFUXFFO 03"/ BOE 03" 5IF
TFRVFODF TJNJMBSJUZ PG UIFTF UXP03T JT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF 4#/PUF
UIBU UIF CJOEJOH TJUF GPS UIFTF NVTLTNFMMJOH DPNQPVOET JT OFBS
UIF FYUSBDFMMVMBS MPPQ 	&$- BU UIF QFSJQIFSZ
 PG CPUI SFDFQUPST
	'JHVSF " BOE #
 JO DPOUSBTU UP UIF EFFQ CJOEJOH TJUF QSPQPTFE
GPS TNBMMFS PEPSBOUT JO UIF 03* 03"( .03 BOE
03&( SFDFQUPST	  
 5IF CJOEJOH TJUF PG 03"/
DPOTJTUT PG 5ZS BOE 1IF PG USBOTNFNCSBOF αIFMJY  	5.

1IF PG USBOTNFNCSBOF αIFMJY  	5.
 1IF PG USBOT
NFNCSBOF αIFMJY  	5.
 BOE 1IF PG FYUSBDFMMVMBS MPPQ 
XIJMF UIF CJOEJOH TJUF PG 03" DPOTJTUT PG 5ZS BOE 5ZS
PG USBOTNFNCSBOF αIFMJY  	5.
 *MF BOE 1IF PG USBOT
NFNCSBOF αIFMJY  	5.
 BOE *MF BOE 5ZS PG USBOT
NFNCSBOF αIFMJY  	5.
 BOE -FV PG FYUSBDFMMVMBS MPPQ
 3FTJEVF BSSBOHFNFOUT PG 03"/ BOE 03" BSF HJWFO JO
'JHVSF 4$ TIPXJOH UIF TFWFOUSBOTNFNCSBOF SFHJPO NBSLFE JO
B SFE SFDUBOHMF CPY
5IF EPDLJOH SFTVMUT TIPX UIBU BMM PEPSBOUT CJOE CZ IZESPHFO
CPOEJOH UP BNJOP BDJE SFTJEVF 5ZS JO USBOTNFNCSBOF αIFMJY
 	5.
 BU B CJOEJOH QPDLFU TVSSPVOEFE CZ BSPNBUJD QPMBS
BOE OPOQPMBS SFTJEVFT JO 03"/ 	'JHVSFT $ BOE 4
 8F
IBWF BOBMZ[FE EPDLJOH PG OJUSPNVTLT NBDSPDZDMJD NVTLT BOE
GMVPSJOBUFENVTLT GPS XIJDI03"/ TIPXT TJHOJGJDBOU SFTQPOTF
5IF SFTVMUT TIPX UIBU BNCSFUPOF  CJOET XJUI B IJHI EPDLJOH
TDPSF 	
 XIFSFBT UIJBDZDMPQFOUBEFDBOF PYJEF  IBT UIF
XFBLFTU CJOEJOH 	EPDLJOH TDPSF 
 BNPOH UIF NBDSPDZDMJD
DPNQPVOET 	5BCMF 4
 5IF GMVPSJOBUFENVTLT BMTP CJOE UP 5ZS
XJUI HPPE CJOEJOH TDPSFT  TIPXT UIF IJHIFTU EPDLJOH TDPSF
	
 XIJMF 	;
 EJTQMBZT UIF MPXFTU EPDLJOH TDPSF 	

BNPOH UIF GMVPSJOBUFE NVTL DPNQPVOET 	5BCMF 4
 5IF OJUSP
DPNQPVOET TIPX TJNJMBS TDPSFT 	∼
 5IF EPDLJOH QPTFT TIPX
UIBU POF PG UIF OJUSP HSPVQT JT UZQJDBMMZ JOWPMWFE JO )CPOEJOH
XJUI 5ZS GPS BMM OJUSPNVTL PEPSBOUT *O BEEJUJPO UP UIF )CPOE
XJUI 5ZS TPNF DPNQPVOET FYIJCJU IZESPQIPCJD JOUFSBDUJPOT
XJUI TVSSPVOEJOH QIFOZMBMBOJOF SFTJEVFT 	'JHVSFT $ BOE 4

5IF EPDLJOH SFTVMUT PG UIF 4FOBOUJPNFST PG NVTL MJHBOET TIPX
TJNJMBS CJOEJOH TJUFT CVU EP OPU TIPX NVDI EJGGFSFODF JO CJOEJOH
TDPSFT 	'JHVSF 4( BOE 5BCMF 4
 QSPCBCMZ CFDBVTF PG QSPUFJO
SJHJEJUZ JO UIF EPDLJOH DBMDVMBUJPO
8F BMTP QFSGPSNFE EPDLJOH TUVEJFT GPS 03" VTJOH UISFF
BDUJWF PEPSBOUT OBNFMZ NVTL BNCSFUUF NVTL UJCFUFOF BOENVTL
YZMFOF 5IF EPDLJOH TUVEJFT SFWFBMFE UIBU 5ZS BOE B GFX PUIFS
IZESPQIPCJD SFTJEVFT TVDI BT 5ZS *MF BOE 1IF BSF WFSZ
JNQPSUBOU JO PEPSBOU CJOEJOH 'JHVSF 4) TIPXT UIF EPDLJOH
SFTVMUT PG UIFTF UISFF PEPSBOUT JO 03" 5IF PEPSBOU CJOEJOH
QPDLFU DPOTJTUT PG 5ZS BOE 5ZS XJUI TVSSPVOEJOH QPMBS BOE
OPOQPMBS SFTJEVFT 	'JHVSF %
 .VTL BNCSFUUF  BOE NVTL
UJCFUFOF  GPSN )CPOET XJUI 5ZS *O BEEJUJPO UP )CPOET
XJUI 5ZS UIF MJHBOET EJTQMBZ IZESPQIPCJD JOUFSBDUJPOT XJUI




5IF 2... TUSVDUVSBM NPEFMT TIPX UIBU NBDSPDZDMJD LF
UPOFT GMVPSJOBUFE NVTLT BOE OJUSPNVTLT BSF TUBCJMJ[FE JO UIF
CJOEJOH QPDLFU PG 03"/ CZ TQFDJGJD IZESPHFOCPOEJOH JOUFS
BDUJPOT BOE GBWPSBCMF IZESPQIPCJD DPOUBDUT 5IF PEPSBOU LFUP PS
OJUSP GVODUJPOBM HSPVQT GPSN )CPOET XJUI UIF 0) PG BNJOP BDJE
SFTJEVF 5ZS JO 5. 	'JHVSF 
 *O BEEJUJPO UISFF QIFOZMBMB
OJOFT 	1IF 1IF BOE 1IF
 TVSSPVOEJOH UIF PEPSBOUT
TUBCJMJ[F UIF PEPSBOUT CZ FTUBCMJTIJOH GBWPSBCMF OPOQPMBS JOUFS
BDUJPOT 	'JHVSF # BOE 4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF 4
 *OUFSFTUJOHMZ
XF GPVOE UIBU UIF OJUSP HSPVQ PG NVTL LFUPOF  GPSNT BO FYUSB
)CPOE XJUI JUT OFBSFTU XBUFS NPMFDVMF XIJDI JT BMTP CPOEFE UP
BOPUIFS XBUFS NPMFDVMF CZ BO )CPOE 5IJT JOUFSBDUJPO NJHIU
QSPWJEF FYUSB TUBCJMJUZ JO UIF CJOEJOH TJUF 0O UIF PUIFS IBOE UIF
NBDSPDZDMJD NVTLT EP OPU TIPX BOZ EJSFDU )CPOET XJUI BOZ XBUFS
NPMFDVMF 5IF 2... SFMBUJWF CJOEJOH FOFSHJFT PG UIF PEPSBOUT
DPSSFMBUF XJUI UIF SFMBUJWF SFTQPOTF PG 03"/ UPXBSE FBDI PG
UIFTF MJHBOET 5IF S WBMVF PG UIF DPSSFMBUJPO JT  XIJDI TIPXT
BO FYDFMMFOU HPPEOFTT PG GJU PG UIF NPEFM 	4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF
4

/JUSPNVTLT FYIJCJU NVDI IJHIFS CJOEJOH FOFSHJFT XIFO DPN
QBSFE UP NBDSPDZDMJD PEPSBOUT .VTL LFUPOF  NVTL YZMFOF
 BOE NVTL UJCFUFOF  CJOE NPSF GBWPSBCMZ UIBO JTPNVTDPOF
 	DZDMPIFYBEFDBOPOF
 CZ  LDBMNPM  LDBMNPM BOE 
LDBMNPM SFTQFDUJWFMZ DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM BDUJWJUZ
QSPGJMF *TPNVTDPOF  FYIJCJUT UIF MPXFTU CJOEJOH FOFSHZ DPN
QBSFE UP PUIFS NBDSPDZDMJD MJHBOET "NPOH UIF NBDSPDZDMJD MJH
BOET ωQFOUBEFDBMBDUPOF  	DZDMPQFOUBEFDBPMJEF
 TIPXT B SFMB
UJWFMZ IJHI CJOEJOH FOFSHZ XIJDI JT  LDBMNPM IJHIFS UIBO UIBU
PG JTPNVTDPOF  *O BEEJUJPO XF GJOE UIBU NVTL LFUPOF  BOE
NVTL YZMFOF  CJOE NPSF GBWPSBCMZ UIBO NVTL UJCFUFOF  CZ
 LDBMNPM BOE  LDBMNPM SFTQFDUJWFMZ "NPOH GMVPSJOBUFE
NVTLT  TIPXT IJHIFS CJOEJOH FOFSHZ XIJMF 	;
 FYIJCJUT MPXFS
CJOEJOH FOFSHZ DPNQBSFE UP PUIFS GMVPSJOBUFE NVTL DPNQPVOET
.VTL  CJOET NPSF GBWPSBCMZ UIBO 	;
 CZ  LDBMNPM 5IF











































































































































8F BMTP GJOE UIBU 	3
 CJOET NPSF GBWPSBCMZ UIBO 	4
 CZ
 LDBMNPM 	5BCMF 
 B SFTVMU UIBU TVHHFTUT DIJSBM TFMFDUJWJUZ
PG 03"/ UPXBSE NVTDPOF FOBOUJPNFST BOBMPHPVT UP UIF
TFMFDUJWJUZ SFQPSUFE GPS UIF .03 SFDFQUPS BOE DPOTJTUFOU
XJUI UIF BCPWF OPUFE MPXFS PEPS IVNBO EFUFDUJPO UISFTIPME PG
	3
 DPNQBSFE UP 	4
	 
 4JNJMBSMZ GMVPSJOBUFE NVTLT 	3
&
 BOE 	3
 TIPXNPSF GBWPSBCMF CJOEJOH UIBO 	4 &
 BOE
	4
 CZ  LDBMNPM BOE  LDBMNPM SFTQFDUJWFMZ 	5BCMF 

5IF 2... TUSVDUVSBM NPEFMT TIPX UIBU NVTL UJCFUFOF
 NVTL YZMFOF  BOE NVTL BNCSFUUF  BSF TUBCJMJ[FE JO UIF
CJOEJOH QPDLFU PG 03" CZ IZESPHFOCPOEJOH JOUFSBDUJPOT BOE
GBWPSBCMF IZESPQIPCJD DPOUBDUT 5IF PEPSBOU OJUSP GVODUJPOBM
HSPVQ GPSN)CPOET XJUI UIF 0) PG BNJOP BDJE SFTJEVF 5ZS JO
5. 	'JHVSF $
 #PUI 5ZS BOE 5ZS BMPOH XJUI *MF BOE
1IF IBWF IZESPQIPCJD JOUFSBDUJPOT XJUI UIF BSPNBUJD SJOH PG
UIF MJHBOET 5IF 2... NPEFMT JOEJDBUF UIBU NVTL YZMFOF 
TIPXT NVDI IJHIFS CJOEJOH FOFSHJFT DPNQBSFE UP NVTL UJCFUFOF
 BOE NVTL BNCSFUUF  .VTL YZMFOF  CJOET NPSF GBWPSBCMZ
UIBO NVTL UJCFUFOF  BOE NVTL BNCSFUUF  CZ  LDBMNPM
BOE  LDBMNPM SFTQFDUJWFMZ 	5BCMF 

"T XJUI UIF EPDLJOH DBMDVMBUJPO XF GPVOE UIBU BMM UIF PEPSBOUT
TIPX BO )CPOE XJUI 5ZS XJUI B EJTUBODF PG BCPVU  Å
JO 03"/ 8F BMTP PCTFSWFE UIBU IZESPQIPCJD SFTJEVFT TVDI
BT 1IF 1IF 1IF BOE 1IF BSF TJUVBUFE BSPVOE UIF
MJHBOE 5IF DMPTFTU EJTUBODF CFUXFFO UIF MJHBOE 	IZESPHFO
 BOE
UIF BSPNBUJD SJOH 	DBSCPO
 PG UIPTF SFTJEVFT JT BCPVU  Å 0O
UIF PUIFS IBOE UIJT EJTUBODF SFEVDFT UP  Å VQPO 2...
DBMDVMBUJPO BT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF 4 *O BEEJUJPO XF GPVOE UIBU
XBUFS GPSNT BO )CPOE XJUI 5ZS BT XFMM BT MJHBOET 	0 PG OJUSP
HSPVQ 'JHVSF 
 )PXFWFS XF EJE OPU GJOE BOZ DIBOHFT PG UIF )
CPOE EJTUBODF 	GSPN 5ZS BOE MJHBOE
 BGUFS GPSNJOH BOPUIFS )
CPOE XJUI B XBUFS NPMFDVMF 5IF SFTJEVFT TVSSPVOEJOH UIF MJHBOE
TISJOL VQPO UIF 2... DBMDVMBUJPO EVF UP UIF JOUFSBDUJPOT PG
MJHBOE BOE TVSSPVOEJOH SFTJEVFT 4JNJMBS FGGFDUT BSF BMTP PCTFSWFE
XJUI 03"
.PMFDVMBS EZOBNJDT TJNVMBUJPOT PG 03"/
.% TJNVMBUJPOT TIPX UIF SPCVTUOFTT PG UIF VOEFSMZJOH GVOEB
NFOUBM JOUFSBDUJPOT VOEFS OPSNBM SPPN UFNQFSBUVSF DPOEJUJPOT
5IF BOBMZTJT PG .% TJNVMBUJPOT JT CBTFE PO UIF 2... NPEFM
PG 03"/ TIPXO JO 'JHVSF " JOTFSUFE JO B MJQJE CJMBZFS
BOE FRVJMJCSBUFE BU  , 5IF BOBMZTJT QSPWJEFT JOTJHIUT JOUP
HFPNFUSJDBM EJTUPSUJPOT BOE DPOGPSNBUJPOBM GMVDUVBUJPOT	 

JODMVEJOH TUSVDUVSBM SFBSSBOHFNFOUT PG 5. EPNBJOT VQPO MJHBOE
CJOEJOH BOE PO UIF OBUVSF PG IZESPQIPCJD BOE )CPOEJOH JOUFS
BDUJPOT SFTQPOTJCMF GPS MJHBOECJOEJOH	
 4QFDJGJDBMMZ  OT





> DZDMPQFOUBEFDBOPOF  BOE ω
QFOUBEFDBMBDUPOF  SFNBJO CPVOE BU UIF QSPQPTFE CJOEJOH TJUF
BMUIPVHI UIFZ VOEFSHP TJHOJGJDBOU DPOGPSNBUJPOBM GMVDUVBUJPOT JO
UIF CJOEJOH QPDLFU 5IF DBSCPOZM HSPVQT PG UIFTF NBDSPDZDMJD
LFUPOFT GPSN )CPOET XJUI TFWFSBM QBSUOFST EVSJOH UIF .%
TJNVMBUJPO JODMVEJOH 5ZS JO 5. 4FS JO 5. BOE CPVOE
XBUFSNPMFDVMFT BU UIF CJOEJOH TJUF 	'JHVSF  4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF
4 BOE 'JHVSF 4

5IF QFSDFOUBHF PG NPMFDVMBS EZOBNJDT TJNVMBUJPO UJNF XJUI
EJGGFSFOU PEPSBOUT UIBU FTUBCMJTI )CPOET XJUI TQFDJGJD BNJOP
BDJE SFTJEVFT BU UIF CJOEJOH QPDLFU JT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF 4
*OUFSFTUJOHMZ UIF.% TJNVMBUJPOT BMTP TIPX UIBU 5ZS GVODUJPOT
BT BO ‘BSPNBUJD DBQ’ CZ CMPDLJOH UIF PEPSBOU FYJU TUBCJMJ[JOH UIF
MJHBOE BU UIF CJOEJOH TJUF BOE FTUBCMJTIJOH )CPOET XJUI 4FS JO
5. *O BEEJUJPO UIF TJNVMBUJPOT TIPX TUBCJMJ[BUJPO PG PEPSBOUT
CZ JOUFSBDUJPOT XJUI BSPNBUJD BOE IZESPQIPCJD SFTJEVFT JODMVEJOH
5ZS 1IF -FV 1IF -FV 1IF 5ZS BOE
5ZS GSPN UIF 5. 5. 5. BOE 5. EPNBJOT 	'JHVSF 
BOE 4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF 4
 .% TJNVMBUJPOT PG BQP 03"/
	JF PEPSBOU EFQMFUFE 03"/
 BMMPXFE VT UP BOBMZ[F DPO
GPSNBUJPOBM DIBOHFT PG BNJOP BDJE TJEF DIBJOT JOEVDFE VQPO
PEPSBOU CJOEJOH 4JNVMBUJPO BOBMZTJT JOEJDBUFT UIBU TJEF DIBJOT PG
IZESPQIPCJD SFTJEVFT CFDPNF SBOEPNMZ PSJFOUFE JO UIF BCTFODF
PG PEPSBOU 	'JHVSF #
 6QPO PEPSBOU CJOEJOH IPXFWFS UIF
IZESPQIPCJD SFTJEVFT SFPSJFOU BOE NBZ JOEVDF EFIZESBUJPO	

PG UIF CJOEJOH QPDLFU 	'JHVSF "

$SVDJBM TJUFT JO 03"/ BOE 03" JOWPMWFE JO UIF CJOEJOH
PG NVTLTNFMMJOH DPNQPVOET
$PNQVUBUJPOBM BOBMZTJT IBT FOBCMFE VT UP EFTJHO TJUFEJSFDUFE
NVUBHFOFTJT FYQFSJNFOUT UIBU QSPWJEF GVSUIFS JOTJHIU JOUP UIF
SPMFT PG LFZ BNJOP BDJE SFTJEVFT BT QSPCFE CZ NFBTVSFNFOUT
PG UIF SFDFQUPS BDUJWBUJPO BOE TVQQPSU GPS UIF TUSVDUVSBM NPEFM
PG UIF CJOEJOH TJUF 8F IBWF FYQSFTTFE BOE BOBMZ[FE UIF NVUBOU
5ZS1IF PG 03"/ XIJDI DPNQMFUFMZ BCPMJTIFE UIF SFDFQUPS
SFTQPOTF UPNBDSPDZDMJDNVTLT OJUSPNVTLT BOE GMVPSJOBUFENVTLT
SFMBUJWF UP XJME UZQF 03"/ 	'JHVSF  BOE 4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF
4
 8F IBWF BMTP BOBMZ[FE UIF NVUBOU 5ZS"MB PG 03"/
TJODF UIF .% TJNVMBUJPOT TIPXFE FWJEFODF PG DZDMPQFOUBEF
DBOPOF  JOUFSBDUJOH OPU POMZ XJUI 5ZS CVU BMTP XJUI 5ZS
	4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF 4
 8F GJOE UIBU UIF NVUBUJPO 5ZS"MB
BMTP ESBNBUJDBMMZ BGGFDUT UIF SFDFQUPS SFTQPOTF UP  	4* "QQFOEJY
'JHVSF 4
 DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF TUSVDUVSBM NPEFM PG UIF CJOEJOH
TJUF XIFSF 5ZS FTUBCMJTIFT JNQPSUBOU JOUFSBDUJPOT UIBU BSF
DSJUJDBM GPS PEPSBOUCJOEJOH
'PS 03" XF FYQSFTTFE BOE BOBMZ[FE NVUBOUT 5ZS1IF
BOE 5ZS1IF #PUI NVUBOUT DPNQMFUFMZ BCPMJTIFE UIF SFDFQUPS
SFTQPOTF UP NVTL UJCFUFOF  BOE NVTL YZMFOF  SFMBUJWF UP
XJME UZQF 03" 	'JHVSF 
 5IF 5ZS1IF NVUBOU DPNQMFUFMZ
BCPMJTIFE UIF SFDFQUPS SFTQPOTF UP NVTL BNCSFUUF  XIJMF UIF
5ZS1IF NVUBOU EFNPOTUSBUFE EFDSFBTFE SFDFQUPS SFTQPOTF
*U JT QPTTJCMF UIBU UIF NVUBUJPOT JO 03"/ BOE 03"
NBZ BGGFDU SFDFQUPS USBGGJDLJOH PS QSPUFJO TUBCJMJUZ UIVT DBVT
JOH UIF MPTTPGGVODUJPO QIFOPUZQFT 8F UIFSFGPSF FWBMVBUFE
UIF DFMMTVSGBDF NFNCSBOF FYQSFTTJPO PG UIFTF NVUBOUT JO
)BOB" DFMMT CZ GMPX DZUPNFUSZ 8F GPVOE UIBU NVUBUJPOT
5ZS1IF5ZS"MB BOE 5ZS1IF5ZS1IF EJE OPU TJHOJG
JDBOUMZ BMUFS UIF SFDFQUPST’ TVSGBDF FYQSFTTJPO SFMBUJWF UP XJME
UZQF 03"/ BOE 03" SFTQFDUJWFMZ 5IVT TJUFT 5ZS BOE
5ZS NBZ CF DSJUJDBM GPS SFDFQUPS GVODUJPO BT TVHHFTUFE CZ PVS
DPNQVUBUJPOBM TUSVDUVSBM NPEFMT PG UIF 03"/ BOE 03"
CJOEJOH TJUFT
5ISFFEJNFOTJPOBM RVBOUJUBUJWF TUSVDUVSFBDUJWJUZ SFMBUJPO
TIJQT 	%24"3
 NPEFM "UPNCBTFE 24"3 NPEFM
8F CVJMU B %24"3 NPEFM UP EFUFSNJOF UIF FYUFOU UIBU
FMFDUSPO XJUIESBXJOH)#BDDFQUPS NPJFUJFT IZESPQIP­CJD BOE
PUIFS BUPN UZQFT JO UIF PEPSBOUT JOGMVFODF CJOEJOH SFTQPOTF JO
03"/ *O UIJT DPOUFYU BO BUPNCBTFE % 24"3 NPEFM XBT
HFOFSBUFE UP JOWFTUJHBUF UIF DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO CJOEJOH BDUJWJUZ
BOE EJGGFSFOU BUPN UZQFT JO UIF PEPSBOUT " GPVSDPNQPOFOUT
NPEFM XJUI HPPE TUBUJTUJDT XBT PCTFSWFE XJUI B TJHOJGJDBOU SFHSFT
TJPO DPFGGJDJFOU S PG  	'JHVSF 
 5IF SFHSFTTJPO DPFGGJDJFOU
GPS UFTU TFU R XBT GPVOE UP CF  0UIFS TUBUJTUJDBM QBSBNFUFST
TVDI BT TUBOEBSE EFWJBUJPO 4% 'WBMVF 3.4& BOE 1FBSTPOS
XFSF    BOE  SFTQFDUJWFMZ " SFQPSU TIPXFE UIBU
UIF QFSGPSNBODF PG 1IBTF JT HPPE XIFO R  PS S  	

5IJT SFQPSU BMTP NFOUJPOFE UIBU MPX 4% 3.4& BOE IJHI 'WBMVF
BOE 1FBSTPOS JOEJDBUF B NPSF TUBUJTUJDBMMZ TJHOJGJDBOU SFHSFTTJPO
*U JT XPSUI OPUJOH UIBU BMM PG UIFTF QBSBNFUFST BSF WFSZ TJHOJGJDBOU
JO UIF EFWFMPQFE 24"3 NPEFM
5IF USBJOJOH BOE UFTU TFU NPMFDVMFT BSF MJTUFE JO 5B
CMF 4 "DDPSEJOH UP UIF NPEFM GPVS DPNQPOFOUT OBNFMZ
IZESPQIPCJDOPOQPMBS QBSU BOE )CPOE BDDFQUPS HSPVQTBUPNT
OFHBUJWF JPOJD BOE QPTJUJWF JPOJD BSF BGGFDUJOH UIF SFTQPOTF PG
UIF NVTL SFDFQUPST UP UIF PEPSBOUT "NPOH UIFTF DPNQPOFOUT
IZESPQIPCJDOPOQPMBS QBSU DPOUSJCVUFT  BOE )CPOE BDDFQ
UPST HSPVQBUPNT  XIJMF CPUI OFHBUJWF JPOJD BOE QPTJUJWF
JPOJD BUPNT UZQF JOGMVFODF  5IJT TUVEZ JT BMTP DPOGJSNFE CZ











































































































































.BFTUSP 7  TPGUXBSF QBDLBHF 4JUF.BQ SFWFBMT UIBU UIF
CJOEJOH TJUF JT NPTUMZ IZESPQIPCJD BMPOH XJUI TPNF QPMBS SFTJEVFT
	4* "QQFOEJY 'JHVSF 4
 5IFSFGPSF UIF IZESPQIPCJDOPOQPMBS
JOUFSBDUJPO JT BMTP FYQFDUFE UP DPOUSJCVUF UP MJHBOE CJOEJOH JO
BEEJUJPO UP )CPOE JOUFSBDUJPO
8F IBWF JOUSPEVDFE TUSVDUVSBM NPEFMT PG 03"/ BOE
03" TVQQPSUFE CZ TJUFEJSFDUFE NVUBHFOFTJT BOE NFBTVSF
NFOUT PG BDUJWJUZ QSPGJMFT QSPWJEJOH WBMVBCMF JOTJHIUT JOUP UIF OB
UVSF PG NVTL PEPSBOUSFDFQUPS JOUFSBDUJPOT 8F IBWF TIPXO UIBU
OJUSPNVTLT FYIJCJU IJHI SFTQPOTF DPNQBSF UP NBDSPDZDMJD DPN
QPVOET XIJMF UIF NFNCFSFE UIJBDZDMPQFOUBEFDBOF PYJEF 
BMTP QSPWFE UP CF BDUJWF EFTQJUF UIF GBDU UIBU UIF TVMGJOZM HSPVQ
JT QZSBNJEBM XIJMF UIF DBSCPOZM HSPVQ JT QMBOBS 8F GPVOE UIBU
DPNQPVOE 	&
 DPOUBJOJOH B $' HSPVQ BOE 	&
PMFGJO BT DPO
GPSNBUJPOBM DPOTUSBJOUT JT UIF NPTU QPUFOU BHPOJTU PG B TFSJFT PG
$'DPOUBJOJOH NVTDPOFT "MPOH XJUI UIF )CPOE BDDFQUPS UIF
IZESPQIPCJDJUZ PG UIF NVTL DPNQPVOET BMTP JOGMVFODFE PEPSBOU
SFTQPOTF 0VS GJOEJOHT BSF DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF QSPQPTFE JOWPMWF
NFOU PG 5. EVSJOH BDUJWBUJPO PG (1$3T	
 (FOFSBUFE %
24"3 NPEFMT BMTP DPOGJSN UIBU CPUI )CPOE BDDFQUPS BOE OPO
QPMBS QBSUT PG UIF PEPSBOUT BGGFDU UIF SFTQPOTF UP 03"/
5IF TJHOJGJDBOU EJGGFSFODFT TFFO JO UIF *3 TQFDUSB PG UIF
NBDSPDZDMJD LFUPOFT UIF OJUSPNVTLT BOE UIJBDZDMPQFOUB­EFDBOF
PYJEF  BMM PG XIJDI BSF HPPE UP FYDFMMFOU MJHBOET GPS 03"/
QSPWJEFT GVSUIFS FWJEFODF GPS UIF JNQMBVTJCJMJUZ PG UIF WJCSBUJPOBM
UIFPSZ PG PMGBDUJPO	
 JO BDDPSE XJUI PUIFS SFDFOU SFQPSUT	

 'VSUIFSNPSF UIF WBSJPVT UIFSBQFVUJD BDUJWJUJFT PG NVTL DPN
QPVOET IBWF ZFU UP CF MJOLFE UP UIFJS SFTQFDUJWF ESVH UBSHFUT
JO WJWP 0OF QPTTJCJMJUZ JT UIBU UIFTF DPNQPVOET NBZ GVODUJPO
UISPVHI UIF HSPVQ PG FDUPQJDBMMZ FYQSFTTFE 03T JO UJTTVFT PG
OPOPMGBDUPSZ PSJHJOT	
 "MUFSOBUJWFMZ BT NFNCFST PG UIF
(1$3 TVQFSGBNJMZ 03T NBZ TIBSF TUSVDUVSBM BOE NFDIBOJTUJD
TJNJMBSJUJFT XJUI QIBSNBDPQIPSF (1$3T GSPN PUIFS TVCDMBTTFT
5IVT VOEFSTUBOEJOH UIF BDUJWF TJUFT GPS NVTLSFTQPOTJWF 03T
NBZ CF JOTUSVDUJWF JO UIF TUVEZ PG UIF QIBSNBDPMPHJDBM FGGFDUT PG
NVTDPOF BOE SFMBUFE DPNQPVOET JOWPMWJOH OPO03 (1$3T
-ATERIALS AND -ETHODS
#HEMICALS-ACROCYCLIC MUSKS POLYCYCLIC MUSKS NITROMUSKS ANDMUSKRELATED
ODORANTS STUDIED WERE OBTAINED FROM COMMERCIAL SOURCES WITH THE EXCEP
TION OF CIVETONE  DIHYDROCIVETONE  THIACYCLOTRIDECANE OXIDE  AND
THIACYCLOPENTADECANE OXIDE  WHICH WERE PREPARED BY STANDARD METH
ODS FROM KNOWN PRECURSORS SEE 3) !PPENDIX	 SYNTHESIS OF SATURATED AND
UNSATURATED mUORINATED MUSKS WERE PREPARED AS PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED	
0ROCEDURES AND SPECTROSCOPIC CHARACTERIZATION ARE GIVEN IN THE 3) !PPENDIX
#LONING AND -UTAGENESIS /2!. AND /2! AND AN .TERMINAL
RHODOPSIN TAG WERE CLONED INTO THE P#) MAMMALIAN EXPRESSION VECTOR AS
DESCRIBED PREVIOUSLY	 /2!. SITEDIRECTED MUTAGENESIS WAS CARRIED OUT
USING OVERLAP EXTENSION 0#2 4HE IDENTITIES OF ALL CONSTRUCTS WERE CONlRMED
BY SEQUENCING
#ELL #ULTURE ,UCIFERASE AND'LO3ENSOR™ C!-0!SSAYS(%+4DERIVED
(ANA! CELL LINE WAS GROWN IN -INIMUM %SSENTIAL -EDIUM (YCLONE	 CON
TAINING  FETAL BOVINE SERUM AT  °# WITH  #/ &OR THE LUCIFERASE
ASSAY AFTER  TO  H /2 OR MUTANT RECEPTOR THE ACCESSORY FACTOR M2403
AND CONSTRUCTS FOR lREmY LUCIFERASE AND 2ENILLA LUCIFERASE EXPRESSION WERE
TRANSFECTED INTO CELLS FOR LUCIFERASE ASSAY &OR THE 'LO3ENSOR™ C!-0 ASSAY
/2 M2403 AND A 'LO3ENSOR™ PLASMID WERE TRANSFECTED INTO CELLS ,IPO
FECTAMINE  )NVITROGEN	 WAS USED FOR TRANSFECTION 4WENTYFOUR HOURS
AFTER TRANSFECTION THE CELLS WERE STIMULATEDWITH ODORANTS DISSOLVED IN #$
)NVITROGEN	 FOR THE LUCIFERASE ASSAY OR ("33 FOR THE 'LO3ENSOR™ C!-0 ASSAY
/THER MATERIALS AND METHODS CAN BE FOUND IN THE 3) !PPENDIX
!#+./7,%$'-%.43
7E ACKNOWLEDGE SUPPORT FROM .3& #(%	 AND .)( 2
$# SUBAWARD	 %"	 .)( 2 $#	 (-	 THE %UROPEAN 2E
SEARCH #OUNCIL %2#	 AND THE %NGINEERING 3CIENCE 2ESEARCH #OUNCIL %032#	
$/’(	 &!0%30 AND #.0Q 2!#	 THE #HINESE 3CHOLARSHIP #OUNCIL #3#	 FOR
STUDENTSHIP SUPPORT -9	 .ATIONAL 3CIENCE &OUNDATION 	 (:	 3CI
ENCE AND 4ECHNOLOGY #OMMISSION OF 3HANGHAI -UNICIPALITY :2	
(:	 THE 3HANGHAI %ASTERN 3CHOLAR 0ROGRAM *	 (:	 63" THANKS .)(
GRANT 2'-−! AND COMPUTATIONAL TIME FROM .%23#
 0IMPGG ( 1JDLFOIBHFO 2  ,SBGU 1 	
 4DFOU BOE $IFNJTUSZ 5IF .PMFDVMBS 8PSME PG
0EPST 	8JMFZ7$) 8FJOIFJN

 3V[JDLB - 	
 $BSCPO SJOHT * $POTUJUVUJPO PG DJWFUPOF )FMW $IJN "DUB –
 (BSSFD ,  'MFUDIFS 41 	
 $Q;S.F$M " SFBHFOU GPS BTZNNFUSJD NFUIZM BEEJUJPO 0SH
-FUU 	

 4IFO + 4IJ :  5JBO 8 	




NFUIZMQFOUBOPBUF " DIJSPO BQQSPBDI $IJO + $IFN 	

 ;PV : FU BM 	
 " OPWFM PYZPYPOJB 	B[POJB
DPQF SFBDUJPO 4FSFOEJQJUPVT EJTDPWFSZ BOE
JUT BQQMJDBUJPO UP UIF TZOUIFTJT PG NBDSPDZDMJD NVTLT $IFN #JPEJWFST 	

 4FMM $4 	
 $IFNJTUSZ BOE UIF 4FOTF PG 4NFMM 	8JMFZ )PCPLFO





 GSPN JTPNVTDPOF 	3
 	 DZDMPIFYBEFDBOPOF
 B POF$BUPN SJOH
DPOUSBDUJPO NFUIPEPMPHZ WJB B TUFSFPTQFDJGJD 'BWPSTLJJ SFBSSBOHFNFOU 3FHJPTFMFDUJWF BQQMJ
DBUJPO UP 	
	3
NVTDPOF )FMW $IJN "DUB 	

 4VO 9 :V ' :F 5 -JBOH 9  :F + 	
 $BUBMZUJD BTZNNFUSJD .JDIBFM SFBDUJPOT PG αβ
VOTBUVSBUFE LFUPOFT XJUI TVMGPOZMDPOUBJOJOH OVDMFPQIJMFT $IJSBM TZOUIFTJT PG 	3
NVTDPOF
BOE 	4
DFMFSZ LFUPOF $IFN &VS + 	







NVTDPOF CZ FOBOUJPTFMFDUJWF BMEPM SFBDUJPO BOE (SPC GSBHNFOUBUJPO $IFN &VS +
	

 .BUTVEB) 5BOBLB 4 :BNBNPUP ,  *TIJEB , 	
 4ZOUIFTJT PG MNVTDPOF CZ BTZNNFUSJD
NFUIZMBUJPO WJB FOPM FTUFST $IFN #JPEJWFST 	

 &SEFO * $BP 8( 1SJDF .  $PMUPO . 	
 " UISFFDBSCPO 	O
 SJOH FYQBOTJPO
NFUIPE GPS UIF TZOUIFTJT PG NBDSPDZDMJD FOPOFT "QQMJDBUJPO UP NVTDPOF TZOUIFTJT 5FUSBIF
ESPO 	

 ,OPQGG 0 ,VIOF +  'FIS $ 	
 &OBOUJPTFMFDUJWF JOUSBNPMFDVMBS BMEPM BEEJ
UJPOEFIZESBUJPO SFBDUJPO PG B NBDSPDZDMJD EJLFUPOF 4ZOUIFTJT PG UIF NVTL PEPSBOUT 	3
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